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Abstract: The numerical solution of the obstacle problem for beams and plates by means of variational inequalities 
and finite elements is examined. Algorithms for the solution of the discrete problem are discussed and particular 
attention is paid to different methods of approximating the constraint. The results of some numerical experiments for 
beams and plates are included. 
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Introduction 
The obstacle problem for plates is the plate bending problem under given loading and 
boundary conditions in the presence of a frictionless rigid constraint. The solution of the 
problem consists of the identification of the region of contact, if any, between the plate and the 
constraint and the determination of the displacements in the remainder of the plate. Bending 
moments in the plate are expected to be continuous but the resultant shear may have discontinui- 
ties at the boundaries of the contact region. The beam problem is a one-dimensional restriction 
of the plate problem. 
The problem may be formulated weakly as a variational inequality. This formulation is 
analyzed in [9, pp.90-1051 or [6, pp.197-2221 where proofs of the existence and uniqueness of 
solutions are given. 
Elastic contact problems have been treated by many authors (for example [2,8]) but the 
obstacle problem itself has received much less attention, one of the few papers being that of 
Ohtake et al. [13] who use a penalized variational formulation. The problem also receives 
attention in [12] where many of the results of [13] are restated. Most treatments of elastic contact 
problems are of the boundary tracking type in which the contact region is guessed, the elastic 
problem is solved and a check is made on the sign of the normal stress in the contact region and 
of the possible violation of the displacement constraint in the noncontact region. A new contact 
region is guessed as a result of these checks and the process is iterated to hopeful convergence. 
An advantage of the variational inequality formulation for the obstacle problem is that after 
discretization with a fixed mesh the discrete problem is a quadratic programming problem. 
Solution algorithms for such problems are well developed and although they too are iterative in 
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nature, producing a contact region at each iteration, the choice of the contact region is automatic 
and the algorithms are known to converge. 
Variational inequalities combined with appropriate numerical algorithms have been used 
extensively for second-order problems (see [7] and its bibliography) but have received less 
attention for fourth-order problems. One of the aims of the present work is to examine the 
viability of numerical solutions based on variational inequalities for plate problems, another is to 
improve the approximation of the contact region. In the following sections we describe the 
formulation, discretization and numerical solution of the obstacle problem together with the 
results of numerical experiments. In Section 1 we consider the beam obstacle problem, in Section 
2 the plate obstacle problem. 
1. The beam obstacle problem 
1.1. The formulation of the beam obstacle problem as a variational inequality and its finite-dimen- 
sional approximation 
The problem considered is the bending of an elastic beam under the action of a force f(x) and 
in the presence of a rigid barrier. We denote by B(x) ( > 0) the beam constant. The force f(x) is 
assumed to act vertically upward. We denote by R(x) the distributed upward reactive force of 
the barrier on the beam and by J, any upward reactive point forces acting at points xi. R(x) and 
.J are unknown but must be nonnegative and must be zero in the noncontact regions. 
In a classical description of the problem with u(x) the vertical displacement of the beam, 
M(x) the bending moment and S(x) the shear force, the equations of equilibrium are 
-B(x)u”(X) = M(x), 
M’(x) = s(x), 
S’(x) + f (x) + R(x) = 0. 
u(x), u’(x) and M(x) are continuous but S(x) may be discontinuous at the points x = xi where 
[S(x)]$ + Ji = 0. The rigid barrier constrains the displacement to be nonnegative, i.e., u(x) >, 0. 
In regions of noncontact R(x) = 0 and S(x) is differentiable. In open regions of contact u = 0 
so that M(x) = S(x) = 0. This means that the points xi must be at the boundaries of the contact 
regions or are isolated points of contact. At these points Ji > 0. 
In addition, boundary conditions must be prescribed at the ends x = + 1 (here they are taken 
to be symmetrical with M( + 1) = M, u( f 1) = 6). The problem is then formulated as: find 
u(x)>0 on -l&x<1 such that (Bu”)‘‘-f=R>,O on -l<x<l, with u(x)((Bu”)‘‘-f) 
=Oon -l<x<l. 
u, u’, 24” continuous on - 1 < x < 1, 
24(*1)=6, B(fl)u”(+l)=M. 
A weak formulation of the problem may be given as a variational inequality: let K = { u 1 u - 6 
E H,2( - 1, I), 2.4 > O}, 
a(w, w)= 
J 
1 By dx, 
-1 
l(w)=l;,fidx+M(w’(l)-w’(4)). 
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Then u is the unique solution of 
UEK, a(w-24, U)-I(w-U)>O VWEK, 
or of the equivalent minimization problem 
minJ(w), 
WEK 
whereJ(w) = +a(~, w) -I(w). 
All of the problems considered in this report are symmetric about the origin and the beam 
constant B(x) is taken to be 1. 
A finite-element method was used in conjunction with the variational inequality. The varia- 
tional inequality was considered on a finite-dimensional space defined by hermite cubits whose 
values and derivative values are given ata set of N nodes { xi}:, x1 = 0, xN = 1. The elements of 
this space are represented by U, where U is the hermite cubic with nodal values Ui and derivative 
values Q’, i= 1, . . . . N. The convex closed set K was approximated by 
KN= {i-i]v,‘=O, U,=S, C$>O, i=l,..., N}, 
and the approximate problem, a quadratic programming problem, is: find 6 E K, such that 
-- 
a(w-u,u)-I(W-U)>O V?VEI&. 
This reduces by the Kuhn-Tucker theory to 
AU+BTU’-F=h, h>O, 
BU+CU’-G=O, 
uao, 
UTX = 0, 
04 
(lb) 
04 
(Id) 
where 
-- 
u(U, U) = UTAU+ UTBTUr+ U’TBU+ U”CU’, ,( t?) = UTF + U’TG, 
and U, U’ are N vectors whose components are U;, q’. This will be called the basic method. 
Error estimates for beam problems with constant “beam constant” have been obtained by 
Westbrook [15]. 
1.2. Solution algorithm 
The algorithm used here for the solution of the discrete problem is due to Rusin [14] and may 
be described by the following steps. 
The algorithm proceeds from a solution U, U’ which satisfies (lb)-(ld) but _not necessarily 
(la) and consists of the following steps: let S = {i = 1, . . . , N ] q. > 0} and S = {i = 1, . . . , 
N ] U, = O}. Let Pi = 0, i E S, Pi = 1, i E % and P be the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries 
P,. This means (by (Id)) that (I - P)( AU + BTU’ - F) = 0, PU = 0. 
(1) Find Aj = minj,S (A U + BTU’ - F),; if Aj > 0, the solution has been obtained, if not 
then: 
(2) Let c, c’ be the solution of PC = -ej, 
(I-P)(Ac+BTc’)=O, Bc + Cc’ = 0, 
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where e, is the vector with O-components except for the jth which is 1. Set y = cT( AC + BTc’) = 
cTAc + 2cTBTc’ + crTCc’ > 0. 
(3) Let 
w- u- ec, u’ + uf - ed, A,+A,+yB. 
If Aj = 0, enter j in S, redefine P and return to (l), if not then: 
(4) Since Aj < 0, U, - 8c, = 0 for some k. Enter k in the set g, j in the set S and redefine P. 
Solve PC = 0, (I - P)( AC + BTc’) = - ej, Bc + Cc’ = 0. Set y = 1 and return to (3). 
The initial vectors U, U’ satisfying (lb)-(ld) were obtained by solving the equations without 
constraints, changing any negative components of U to zero and placing the corresponding 
indices in $. The equations (A U + BTU’ - F); = 0, i E S, BU + CU ’ - F ’ = 0 are solved and 
the process repeated until the desired solution was found. 
Rusin gives a proof that the solution is attained in a finite number of steps for the case when 
the vector U’ is empty. The extension to the present case is straightforward and a proof may be 
found in Westbrook [HI. The proof is based on the fact that each step of the method reduces the 
quadratic functional $a( I!?, u) - I( 0). This method is preferred to other direct methods of 
solution because it does not require the storage of the full 2N x 2N matrix since all nonzero 
entries of all of the symmetric matrices remain within a band of width 4 of the diagonal when 
Cholesky’s method is used to solve the equations. 
For the beam problem this method has also been found (see [ll]) to be more efficient than 
successive overrelaxation with projection (a method to be described in Section 2). A count of 
multiplication operations for beam problems with N nodes is, for Rusin’s method, O(N) per 
iteration with O(N) iterations to give 0( N*). For SOR there are also O(N) multiplications per 
iteration but 0( N*) iterations for fourth-order problems, to give 0( N3). 
1.3. Refinements in the approximation to K 
As a result of numerical experiments and their comparison with exact results (see [15] for 
examples) it is seen that the discretization of Section 1.1 and the use of Rusin’s algorithm lead to 
satisfactory results with reasonable pointwise and energy errors. In some cases, however, (e.g., 
the example discussed in Section 1.4 where the load is zero) the identification of the actual 
contact region is not always completely satisfactory. This is not unexpected since, for a zero load, 
contact is possible over an open set whereas for a small but positive load, contact is only possible 
at isolated points. The difficulty in separating the two situations lies perhaps in the approxima- 
tion to the closed set K of functions u(x) with u(x) 2 0. In our discretization we require 
U( xi) >, 0 but since there is no constraint on U’( x,), the finite-element solution U(x) may be 
negative between nodes. Simple linear constraints necessary and sufficient to ensure U(x) >, 0 do 
not seem possible but some additional constraints which might give a better approximation to K 
have been tried and will now be described. 
The first possibility is to make U(x) 2 0 at points other than the nodes, a simple choice being 
the midpoints of the elements. If z+,z& ZQU; are the displacement and slopes at the left and right 
ends of an element and h = x1 - x,,, then 
D. R. Westbrook 
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greater flexibility we have taken 
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dx > 0 which leads to $( ui + uO) + &h( U; - u;) 2 0. For 
O<a<l. (2) 
This however leads to the constraints EU + ahFU’ 2 0 where E and P are N - 1 X N matrices 
with E,i=Eii+I=l, ei= -<;,i+I 
stantially more difficult. ’ 
= 1. This makes the quadratic programming problem sub- 
To obtain a simpler numerical problem the following device was used (see [lo, p.851). 
Define one new variable ui for each element and add 
hC CUitu*+l + c-uhu: - cyhu;,, - q]’ 
e 
to the functional to be minimized with the constraints U, z 0, u, > 0. The summation is over all 
elements and X is a penalty parameter which is to be chosen as a large number. (X was actually 
chosen in the form c/h3 to keep the condition number the same order of magnitude.) 
The constraint u, 2 0 is not of course equivalent to 
(Bu)~ = ui + u;+i + Cyhul - ahu(+, >, 0. 
If (Bu), > 0, then ui = (Bu) i, but if (Bu) 2 < 0, then U, = 0 and the error is penalized. 
The resulting quadratic programming problem is now in the same form as before with the 
constraints U, 2 0, ui >, 0 and Rusin’s algorithm may be used. 
Numerical experiments show that the results improve dramatically for particular choices of h 
and (Y. An examination of the equations indicates why this might be the case. We put A = C/h3 
and omit the factor l/h3 from the equations. For a uniform mesh the equations at the ith node 
are 
(C-12)w,_,+(Ca-6)hw,‘,+(24+2C)wi+(C-12)w,+, 
+ (6 - Ca)hw,‘+, - Cu;_, - Cv, =h, 
(6 - Ca)hwi_I + (2 - Ca2)h2w,‘_, + (8 + 2Ca2)h2w,‘+ (Ca - 6)hw,+, 
+ (2 - Ca2)h2w,:, + Cahvi_, - Cahv; =h’. 
The choice C = 12, Ca = 6 or C = 12, (Y = : reduces the first equation to one relating w, to vi 
and vi-i while the terms in wi_i, wi+i are removed from the second. The alternative choice 
Ca = 6, Ca2 = 2 or C = 18, (Y = : reduces the second equation to a relation between w,‘, v, and 
u,_ 1 and removes the terms in w,‘_i, w,‘+i from the first. 
For the zero-load case it is seen that the second choice leads to w,l being zero whenever 
u, = vi+1 = 0. Some other choices of A, (Y such as Ca = 6, 5 < (Y < i lead to results which are 
improvements over the original constraints while others, LY = f, (Y = 4, did not. For a nonuniform 
mesh the same results could be obtained by choosing a different X and (Y for each element. This 
method will be called the penalty method. 
A second method, which will be called the changed of variable method, is to use additional 
constraints at each node. 
The single constraint U, >, 0 is replaced by the pair 
ui & ahu: > 0, withO<a<l. (3) 
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It is clear that these two constraints imply uj >, 0 at each node and also imply the inequalities 
(2). Moreover they have the additional advantage that when ui vanishes so does u(, a condition 
satisfied by the exact solution. 
It may also be noted that in an element [x,, xi] 
u=u,(l-5)3+U1~3+(1--)2~[3UO+hU~] +<*(1-E)[3ul-hu;], 0<5<1, 
so that with u,, 2 0, ui 2 0 and (Y > f, u is in fact constrained to be positive. It was found in [15] 
however from the numerical results that (Y > : is not necessarily the best choice. 
New variables ui = ui + ahu(, wi = ui - ahu( are defined at each node; the minimization 
problem is solved in terms of the nonnegative variables u, w. The two boundary points require 
separate but straightforward treatment. This formulation may then be solved by Rusin’s 
algorithm. 
I. 4. Numerical results 
Substantial numerical experimentation with the basic discretization and with the change of 
variable method is reported in Westbrook [15]. In that work it was found that the choice (Y = i 
for the change of variable method was a reasonable choice (usually better than (Y = 3). For 
problems with constant loads and with 20 elements, the basic method gave relative errors of less 
than 0.5% at the nodes. The change of variable method did slightly better. For the penalty 
method the choices A = 12/h*, (Y = 4 or X = 18/h*, (Y = f give the best results (see Section 1.3) 
although A = 12/h*, : -C (Y < : also gives reasonable results. 
We reproduce here results for one problem with zero load and boundary conditions w( + 1) = 
0.1, w”( + 1) = 1.2. The exact solution is 
w = 0, O<X<P, 
1 x-p 3 
w=gJ l_p , PCX=Gl, 
i 1 
where p = 1 - l/a = 0.292893. 
With 20 elements all methods give 1 x 1 G 0.3 as the contact region. In Table 1 results are given 
at x = 0.8 as being representative of the overall situation in the noncontact region. It is seen that 
all methods give results accurate to i of one percent with the nodal method most accurate. In 
Table 2 the displacement at the origin, which should be zero, is given as well as the derivative at 
the point x = 0.3 the approximate boundary of the contact region. Here it is seen that, in cases 
Table 1 
u(O.8) 
u’(O.8) 
Exact Simple 
0.036884 0.036898 
0.218205 0.218151 
Penalty 
a=+ 
0.036902 
0.218133 
Penalty 
cW=: 
0.036890 
0.218183 
Penalty 
a=i 
0.036892 
0.218173 
Change of 
variable a = a 
0.036880 
0.218222 
Table 2 
Exact Simple Penalty 
a=+ 
Penalty 
a=+ 
Penalty 
a=f 
Change of 
variable a = 4 
106. u(0) 0 11 0 0 8 0 
104. u’(O.3) 43 1.88 2.08 0.99 1.29 0 
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where a knowledge of the contact region is important, the refinements of Section 1.3 do lead to 
better results. In the change of variable method (Y = i, i, f all gave the same results for this 
problem. 
Numerical experiments were also carried out using the penalty method suggested in Ohtake et 
al. [13] with their penalty parameter chosen in the form (y/h4 (h the element length). With (Y = 5 
this method gives accurate values outside the contact region but there was some difficulty in 
identifying the contact region. It also required a comparable amount of CPU-time to the other 
methods. With (Y = 50 the contact region would be readily identified but the CPU-time tripled. 
This method also did rather badly on a problem with contact at single points (reported as 
problem 4 in [15]) when it had still not converged between the contact points after 100 iterations 
and five times the CPU-times of other methods. 
2. The plate obstacle problem 
2.1. The formulation as a variational inequality and the finite-dimensional approximation 
We denote by D the plate constant 4pt3/[3(1 - v)] with p the shear stress, v Poisson’s ratio 
and t the thickness. Let f( x, y) be the load acting vertically upward, R( x, y) be the distributed 
upward reactive force of the constraint on the plate and JY, (x, y) be any upward reactive line 
forces acting along curves y,. R(x, y) and J,,( x, y) are unknown but must be zero in 
noncontact regions and nonnegative in contact regions. 
The classical formulation with w(x, y) the normal displacement (see for example [6, pp.197- 
208]), Map the bending moments and S, the resultant shears ((Y, p take the values 1, 2) and the 
constraint taken to be z = 0 is 
(The usual summation convention is used and a,, is the Kronecker delta.) Maa are continuous 
but S, may be discontinuous across curves y,. If one side of y, is denoted by + and the other by 
- with the normal n, in the direction from - to +, then, by taking a small element across y, 
and taking the limit for the balance of the vertical forces, one obtains [San,]? + JY, = 0. 
The rigid barrier constrains w to be nonnegative so that in noncontact regions w > 0, 
R( x, y) = 0 and S, are continuous. In open contact regions w = 0, R(x, y) >, 0, Map = 0, 
S, = 0, so any discontinuities of S, occur at the boundaries of contact regions or curves of 
contact and there - [S,n,]?= JY, >, 0. 
In addition boundary conditions must be prescribed at the edge of the plate. Here we consider 
the boundary conditions w and aw/an given. In terms of the displacement w, this reduces to 
finding w such that 
DA2w-f>O, w>OinQ with w(DA2w-f)=OinD, 
w and aw/an given on a0 with all second derivatives of w continuous and [a3w/an3]! 2 0 at the 
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boundaries of the contact region (n being in the direction from - to +). This condition which is 
a result of - [&n,]? 2 0 may also be considered as a geometric condition that w = 0 in the 
contact region and w > 0 in the noncontact region with w = w,, = w,,, = 0 at the boundary of the 
contact region. 
A weak variational inequality formulation for the displacements is as follows: let w0 be any 
function in H2( s2) which satisfies the boundary conditions and K = { w ] w - w, E Ht( a), w >, 0 
almost everywhere in $2). Then w E K is the solution of 
a(w, p-w)-l(p-w)>,O forallpEK, 
where 
a(p, 4) =olQ((l - V)p,,pqyap + yp,&,pB) dA and I(p) = l;i’p dA 
or equivalently w minimizes :a( p, p) - I(p) over the set K. 
For plates the approximate method applied to the variational inequality in this paper is a 
finite-element method based on the discrete Kirchoff triangular element (DKT). A description of 
the DKT element and the adaptation used here is given in the Appendix. The DKT element 
employs separate quadratic polynomials to represent aw,& and aw/ay and requires only 
continuity of these polynomials for compatibility. The actual unknowns are the normal displace- 
ment w and its derivatives a w/ax, 8 w/ay at the vertices of the triangles. The DKT element has 
been found by Barthe [l] to have good approximation properties. 
Since the nodal displacements U: are among the unknowns the simplest approximation to the 
closed set K is obtained by requiring W, >, 0 at all nodes with no constraints on the gradient of 
W at the nodes. This method will be called the basic method. Error estimates for the plate 
obstacle problem are not known to the author, although Ohtake et al. [13] give results for the 
error between the discrete and exact penalized solutions. Again if the vector of unknowns is 
partitioned into those components which are the nodal displacements (W) and those which are 
the nodal displacement derivatives (W’), then the Kuhn-Tucker theory leads, as in the beam 
case, to the equations 
AW+BTW’-F=A, X20, 
BW+CW’-G=O, 
w>o, 
WTh = 0. 
The matrix [“, CT] is the symm e ric positive definite stiffness matrix. t 
(44 
(4b) 
(44 
(4d) 
2.2. Solution algorithms 
Rusin’s algorithm could be used for plates but because the bandwidth is dependent on the 
number of unknowns in two dimensions, it is much less efficient. For plate problems the method 
of pointwise successive overrelaxation with projection was used. This method may be described 
as follows. 
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Let F be the displacement at the i th node (1 < i < M) and K’ be the two-vector of slopes 
w,, wr at the ith node. Then for i = 1, A4 find 
Vn+l) = 
r(n+l) fy = 
c cljHy+l) - C Bijq’“’ - C C;jW;'(") + Gj , I 1 jci jii jai j>i 
WR’@+l)  (1 - bJ)Fvy), 
+“+l)= r _ 
I 
A__ c Bjiwy(n+l) - c AijwJ(n+l) - c Bj@“’ - c A,,$y + 4 
II 
i j<i jci j>i j>i 
Wn+‘) = max[O, Q%(~+‘) + (1 - ~)w(~)]. 
I 
Here w (0 < w < 2) is the overrelaxation parameter, Cij are 2 X 2 matrices and B,j are 2 X 1 
matrices obtained by the appropriate partitions of B and C and the process is started by the 
choices W.(O) W.‘(O). 
A proo; of convergence for this method is given in [5] when W’ is empty. The extension to the 
present case is straightforward and can be found in [15]. 
For second-order problems in two dimensions the SOR method has been found to be much 
superior to Rusin’s method [4]. For fourth-order problems where the asymptotic convergence 
rate is much slower and the optimal choice of the overrelaxation parameter must be made 
interactively, the advantage of SOR is not so clear. A rough operation count for SOR with an 
N x N grid (0( N*) unknowns) gives 0( iV*) operations per iteration and 0( N*) iterations (with 
the optimal w) giving 0( N4) operations. 
For Rusin’s method the solution of the system of equations (which now has bandwidth O(N)) 
is 0( N4); the number of steps would be some fraction of N* giving 0(N6) operations. The 
number of steps in Rusin’s method can be reduced to O(N) in some cases by mesh doubling 
starting from a coarse mesh, and in these cases for small N (N < 21) the two methods seem to be 
comparable. The SOR algorithm has however been used in the numerical experiments which 
have been performed. For the penalty method of [13] each Newton iteration requires 0(N4) 
operations to solve the system of equations. The number of iterations required however, is not 
clear. 
For second-order problems, Glowinski et al. [lo, p.134, see remark 3.71 found that the SOR 
method finds the contact region quickly and that most of the iterations are required to solve the 
problem in the noncontact region. If something similar happens in the fourth-order case, then 
there might be an advantage in using SOR until the contact region is found and then switching 
to a direct method to solve the problem on the noncontact region (i.e., solve the system of 
equations just once). 
This was attempted but found to be successful. On closer examination in one example, when 
the total number of iterations to reach the prescribed tolerance was 1456 and the contact region 
was checked every 50 iterations, it was found that most contact points were obtained in the first 
450 iterations but that new contact points would be found every 100 or so iterations with the last 
being found at between 1250 and 1300 iterations. It seems therefore rather difficult to decide 
when to switch to a direct method. 
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2.3. Refinements in the approximation to K 
Exact solutions for plate problems which could be used for comparison are not generally 
available but it is sometimes possible to have some idea of the overall nature of the contact set 
(e.g., a connected set with an interior or one without an interior) and again it is found that the 
simple constraint q >, 0 does not always lead to a satisfactory identification of the contact 
region. 
In an effort to improve the identification of the contact region refinements of the approxima- 
tion to K were again considered. They are similar to those for beams and the same terms, 
“penalty” and “change of variable” are used. 
For plates, the number of ways to add constraints at other points or of the integral type are 
much larger than those for beams. In the examples considered here the triangular elements were 
right angled with two sides parallel to the coordinate axes and the additional constraints were 
(see Fig. 1) 
W1+ W,+ah(U2- U&O, Iv* + w, + ak(V, - v,) > 0. (5) 
(In these equations and the remainder of this section the notation U= - W,, V= - WY will be 
used.) New variables UM,, I’M, are introduced and all terms of the form h[ W, + W, + ah( U, - 
U,) - UM,]*, A[ W, + W, + ah( V, - V,) - VA42]2 are added to the quadratic form to be mini- 
mized. To the constraints y > 0 are then added UMi > 0 and VMj > 0. As in the case of the 
beam the inequalities UM, >, 0, T/M, > 0 are not equivalent to (5) but penalize the violation of 
those constraints. 
A search was made to discover choices of A and LY which would give improvements similar to 
those in the beam case but this did not seem feasible. A good choice seemed to be one in which 
substantial decoupling of the original variables t& V,:, K could be achieved. The choice made 
achieved the following in the case of a uniform mesh (see Fig. 2 for notation). 
In the equation for W, (from which U,, V,, TV,, W, are already absent) IV,, U,, IV,, V,, WI, U,, 
W,, V. are eliminated and in the equation for U, the variables eliminated are W,, W,. For V, 
they are IV,, W,. The equations for U, and V, do not contain W,. For a nonuniform mesh similar 
results can be obtained by varying A, a from element to element. This method results in an 
increase of about $ in the number of unknowns but the same solution algorithms may be used. 
Fig. 1. Additional constraints on the sides of a triangu- 
lar element. 
Fig. 2. Nodal numbering for unknowns in equations at 
node “0”. 
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For methods which use additional constraints at the nodes the plate situation is also more 
complex. One could use the constraints W + ah W, > 0, W f c&W, 2 0 at the nodes but the 
change of variable method is then not applicable. The problem however can be considered in 
terms of the original variables with these four constraints at each node by adjusting the solution 
algorithm to be a block SOR with projection algorithm with 3 x 3 blocks corresponding to a 
partition of the matrix into “nodal” blocks. The block problem is the problem (q, M, Q) which 
may be described in the following manner: for given n X n and n X m matrices M and Q and a 
given n-vector q let (q, M, Q) be the problem of finding z, A such that 
Mz+q=Q’h, Qz>O, X20, ATQz=O. 
(For M symmetric positive definite this is equivalent to minimizing J(z) = $zTMzTq subject to 
QZ a 0.) 
To describe the overall algorithm we let ZT be the vector (U, I’, W)i of unknowns at the i th 
node, Mij, qi be the compatible partitions of the stiffness matrix and load vector and Q be the 
matrix 
I ah 0 l\ 
--ah 0 1 
0 cuk 1’ 
\ 0 -ak l/ 
Then for i=l, . . . . N o<w<2 zV+” is the solution of ( qi, Mii, Q) (where qi = qi + 
Ci<iA4ijzjn+1 + EjsiMijlT). Let WC’ L max{ W ] 0 G w, GQ,?l+’ 
= w;+i(z;+i - 27) + 2;. 
+ (1 - W)QzlF > O}; then zy” 
This is an adaptation of the modified block SOR of Cottle et al. [3]. A proof that this 
algorithm converges for any z!O) such that Qzj’) >, 0 follows along the lines of that given in [3]. 
The only adjustment necessary to their proof is to demonstrate that the quadratic functional 
J(z) is decreased each time the “block” problem is solved, and overrelaxed, i.e., to show that 
.J”+l(t + @:“+’ - 5)) <Ji”“(() f or 
J(z;+l, . ..) z:_+,1, & z:+l, . ..) 
any 5 such that Q[ 2 0 and 0 < w < 2 (where J( 5) = 
zi)). That this is so is easily seen since Jln+‘( 6) = :,$‘TMii[ + tTqi + 
terms independent of 6 and (omitting the subscript i from J, Z, A4 and 4) 
with equality only when 5 = 5. 
The change of variable method can be used if only three inequalities are required at each node. 
New variables can then be defined which are required to be nonnegative. Obviously many 
nonsingular linear transformations between the new and old variables are acceptable. In this 
paper the new variables Xl = W + cuhU, X, = W + cukV, X, = W - ahU - akV at each node 
have been used. Again it may be noted that Xi >, 0, i = 1, 2, 3, implies that U= 0, V = 0 
whenever W = 0. 
The resulting quadratic programming problem in the new variables may be solved by the point 
SOR with projection method. The algorithm does however require some adjustment at boundaries 
where the boundary conditions may impose equality constraints on the new variables in addition 
to the nonnegativity requirement. At the boundaries of the region not all inequalities of the type 
used here are appropriate. For example on a boundary x = const. = a with the domain in x < a, 
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then the appropriate inequalities are W - ah W, > 0, Wf c&WY >, 0. In‘the nodal method this led 
to separate block optimization algorithms for the boundaries and corners. In the change of 
variable method it would lead to different transformations at boundary and comer nodes and 
was not attempted. 
For the basic method, the penalty method and the nodal method boundary conditions on the 
displacement and its first derivatives have been satisfied by the common practice of adding a 
large number (102’) to the appropriate diagonal entries of the stiffness matrix and by adding 
102’ times the given value to the load vector thus allowing ease in writing a general purpose 
programme. In the case of the change of variable method this approach did not work and for 
that reason numerical results for that method are restricted to one set of boundary conditions. 
2.4. Numerical results 
Numerical results were obtained for the following boundary value problems in the rectangle 
1 x 1 -c 1, 1 y 1 < 1 with the constraint w > 0. 
(4 
i3W 
w=O.l, ax =OS onx=l, lyl (1, 
dW 
w=O.l, z = -0.5 onx= -1, ly] <I, 
w = 0.1, 
i3W 
7j-j =0.5 ony=l, 1x1 cl, 
w = 0.1, 
i3W 
a~ = -0.5 on y= -1, 1x1 cl. 
Three loads 0, -5D and 5D were taken (D is the plate constant) with these boundary 
conditions. 
(B) The problem whose exact solution is 
w= +[(l+S)lnS+2(1-s)], s=4(x2+y2), S>l, 
i 0, s< 1. 
This is a problem with zero load and w, aw/an on the boundary of the rectangle I x I < 1, 
I y I -c 1 are taken to be the values of the exact solution. 
(C) The domain is the region between squares I x I < 0.2, I y I < 0.2 and I x I < 1, I y ( < 1 
excluding the point (0.8, 0.8) where the plate is fixed to the constraint. The boundary conditions 
are 
w=O.l, 
aw 
- = 0 on x = f0.2, I y I G 0.2 and on y = +0.2, Ix I < 0.2, 
an 
aw aw 
w= ax = z =0 at x=0.8, y=O.S, 
San, = 0, M,,n,=O ontheouterboundariesx= fl, lyl ~1, y= +l, 1x1 <I. 
In all cases symmetry was used and the problem solved in one quarter (the first quadrant) of 
the region which was discretized into an 11 by 11 mesh of right-angled iscoceles triangles with 
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Table 3 
Method y = 0.2 y = 0.4 y = 0.6 y = 0.8 w Number of CPU 
iterations 
Basic W, - 0.000753 - 0.002615 0.053106 0.225390 1.7 125 26 
W 0.000362 0.000000 0.003071 0.029090 
Penalty W, 0.000000 0.000536 0.052433 0.224794 1.7 179 38 
W 0.000000 0.000000 0.002881 0.028754 
Change W, 0.000000 0.000000 0.052811 0.224827 1.7 183 35 
W 0.000000 0.000000 0.003240 0.028152 
Nodal W, 0.000000 0.000000 0.050550 0.226544 1.7 86 22 
W 0.000000 0.000000 0.003263 0.029174 
the hypotenuse parallel to x = y. The stopping criterion for all methods was 
i=l < To12. 
i=l 
The Xi representing the unknowns of the problem, the summation being over all unknowns. To1 
is a specified tolerance. 
For the penalty method the values of X, (Y (which depend only on the mesh) were X = 1200, 
CY = 0.04375. 
Some attempt was made to estimate good values for the overrelaxation parameter in each case 
by a small amount of trial and error with a comparatively large value of the tolerance. This value 
was then used for smaller tolerances. In the change of variables and nodal methods (Y = $ was 
used. 
The results in all tables are for To1 = 10P5. Tables 3-5 give the values of W,, W at x = 0.2 
and the given values of y for the different methods and the problem (A). Table 3 is for the zero 
load, Table 4 is for load - 5D and Table 5 for load + 5D. 
Table 4 
Method y = 0.2 y = 0.4 y = 0.6 y = 0.8 w Number of CPU 
iterations 
Basic W, - 0.000128 -0.001831 0.047204 0.229537 1.6 46 11 
W 0.000000 0.000000 0.002354 0.028104 
Penalty W, 0.000000 0.000156 0.046424 0.230185 1.55 232 50 
W 0.000000 0.000000 0.002233 0.028001 
Change W, 0.000000 0.000000 0.046514 0.229530 1.6 222 29 
W 0.000000 0.000000 0.002402 0.028087 
Nodal W, 0.000000 0.000000 0.046579 0.229398 1.6 66 17 
W 0.000000 0.000000 0.002437 0.028116 
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Table 5 
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Method y = 0.2 y = 0.4 y = 0.6 y = 0.8 w Number of CPU 
iterations 
Basic W, - 0.007381 - 0.002082 0.058963 0.219051 1.6 125 26 
W 0.001480 0.000117 0.004375 0.030370 
Penalty W, - 0.006999 - 0.000902 0.058911 0.218750 1.55 374 77 
W 0.001294 0.000089 0.004606 0.030405 
Change W, - 0.007414 - 0.001797 0.058845 0.218968 1.6 359 47 
W 0.001466 0.000131 0.004405 0.030373 
Nodal W, - 0.007267 - 0.001633 0.058977 0.218804 1.6 150 38 
W 0.001434 0.000130 0.004440 0.030404 
The values of the overrelaxation parameter w, the number of iterations and the CPU-times in 
seconds on a time shared system are also given. Only IV, is given because of the symmetry and 
x = 0.2 is chosen arbitrarily to give an indication of the nature of the results which are similar at 
other nodes. 
One may note that for the zero or negative load there should be contact over a connected set 
with an interior containing the origin while for the positive load the contact region is probably a 
curve and the origin is not in contact with the obstacle. 
Table 6 gives results for problem (B) where the exact solution is available. Again results are 
given for W,, W at x = 0.2 and the given value of y. In this case the change of variable method 
was not considered. 
In Table 7 the values of 1OW for problem (C) are given at x = 0.8 and the given values of y. 
Again the change of variable method was not considered for problem (C). Note W= 0 for 
x = 0.8, y = 0.8 is imposed. 
The tables indicate that all methods give comparable answers in noncontact regions. I “r 
problems (A) and (C) the difference of the slopes for the various methods is of order lop3 and 
for the displacements is 10 -4. The slopes have magnitudes between 0 and 0.5 while the 
displacements are between 0 and 0.1. For problem (B) where the slopes vary between 0 and 1.2 
Table 6 
Method y = 0.2 y = 0.4 y = 0.6 
Basic W, - 0.000631 - 0.003250 0.056970 0.294720 1.6 131 25 
W 0.000270 0.000000 0.002801 0.035349 
Penalty W, - 0.000057 - 0.000230 0.057201 0.294820 1.55 429 81 
W 0.000024 0.000000 0.002759 0.035331 
Nodal W, 
W 
- 0.000157 
0.000044 
0.000000 
0.000000 
- 0.000126 0.056482 0.294968 1.6 116 27 
0.000003 0.002761 0.035307 
Exact W, 
W 
0.000000 0.058002 
0.000000 0.002751 
0.294623 - - - 
0.035294 
y = 0.8 w Number of CPU 
iterations 
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Table 7 
Method y = 0.0 y = 0.1 y = 0.2 y = 0.3 y = 0.4 
Basic 0.489127 0.476349 0.438828 0.379449 0.302986 
Penalty 0.486673 0.473945 0.436576 0.377376 0.301049 
Nodal 0.490060 0.377233 0.439565 0.379899 0.302994 
Method y = 0.5 y = 0.6 y = 0.7 y = 0.9 y=l.O 
Basic 0.216219 0.127691 0.047690 0.000000 0.000000 
Penalty 0.214351 0.125886 0.046259 0.000598 0.000000 
Nodal 0.215678 0.126640 0.046601 0.001438 0.000000 
and displacements between 0 and 0.6, differences of about the same magnitude as in (A) and (C) 
are observed between the various methods and the exact solution. 
Inside the contact regions which occur in problem (A) with zero load and in problem (B) 
where both displacement and slope are zero, the basic method gives slopes of order 2 . lop3 and 
displacements of 4 - 10w4. Nonzero values of orders 6 - lop4 and lop5 still occur in the negative 
load case of problem (A). The refined methods give better results in contact regions. The change 
of variable and nodal methods had respective errors of order lo-’ and 1O-8 and the penalty 
method 10b6. kound off errors are probably of order 10e8. With the negative load in problem 
(A) all of the refined methods gave zero displacement and slope within round off error inside the 
contact region. 
Problem (C) was a little more difficult to interpret since it is not clear whether the contact 
region includes the comer. The results do, however, indicate that the stress free boundary 
conditions do not present any numerical difficulties. The fact that all methods give a displace- 
ment of order lop4 at the comer suggests that there is no contact there. 
Conclusions 
The first conclusion is that the basic method is adequate for plate obstacle problems in which 
the major requirement is a good approximation to the displacements and slopes. The program- 
ming is straightforward and errors are acceptable for most purposes. If, however, the load is zero 
or small and it is important to know what the contact region is, then one of the refinements is 
advisable. A comparison of CPU-times obtained in the examples suggests that the penalty 
method is not competitive. The nodal method is recommended because it was more flexible in 
dealing with different boundary conditions. Knowing whether W + ah IV, etc. is zero at a given 
node also gives more information about the free boundary than IV = 0 and since the CPU-time 
was never more than 50% greater than the basic method, the nodal method could be the method 
of choice for all problems. 
Appendix. The Discrete Kirchoff Triangular (DKT) element 
The element has nine degrees of freedom; the values of w, w,, w,, at the vertices (see Fig. 3). 
Two functions u, u (which represent the slopes - wX, - w,,) are defined as quadratic polynomials 
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Fig. 3. A triangular element with element node numbers. The degrees of freedom at the vertices are w, IV,, IV,,. 
in the area coordinates L,, L,, L, by their values at the vertices and midpoints, e.g., 
U = u,L,(2L, - 1) + U2L2(2L2 - 1) + U3L,(2L, - 1) 
+ 4u,L,L, + 4u,L,L, + 4u,L,L,. 
At the vertices i = 1, 2, 3, ui = ( - wJi, ui = ( - IV,,),. Along each side a cubic polynomial is 
defined by the values of the displacement w at the vertices and the tangential derivatives w, 
evaluated at the vertices. The tangential derivative w, of this cubic is then calculated at the 
midpoint of the side. A normal derivative w, at the midpoint of each side is defined by assuming 
w,, is linear along the sides and defined by its values at the vertices. The values of u, u at the 
midpoints are then obtained by resolving the vector - (w,s^ + w,iz) in the direction of the global 
coordinates. 
For example, if the vertices have coordinates (xiv,), i = 1, 2, 3, and X,, = x2 - x3, Yz3 = y2 - y, 
and li3 = X$ + Yzt, then along the side 2, 3 
W= W*(l - .#(l + 25) + W,S$2(3 - 2.9 + W;[(l - 6)‘. 
where 5 is a parameter on the side (5 = s/I,,) and 
w; = &X2, + vzy23, W,’ = &X2, + V,Y,, . 
At node 4 where 5 = i 
1 dW 
ws = I,, d5 t=1,2 = 
_3(W,+W,)- ‘,+p3 
212, 
4+ hJY23+ (&+ v,jx231, 
s^= +(-X23, - Y,,), iz= f(Y23, - x23), 
23 23 
so 
u, = k ( x23w, - Y,3wn> 
w,‘[2(1 - 0, 
(v, + v,>Y,3 
4123 ’ 
= -w2- K)2 + &rc % + &)(2Y& - x223) - 3(b + &)x23Yi3] ) 
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v, = f ( r,,w, + X23K > 
23 
= -:@v,- w3)+g  $ [ -3(Q+ &)x23&3+ (h+ &/3)(2x& &,)I. 
23 23 
The energy of the element is defined by 
WJ(C’ - 4( U; + u; + ;( uY + u,)‘) + V( U, + LJ~)‘) dA, 
where D is the plate constant and v is Poisson’s ratio. 
In this paper a term $D(l + Y)( uY - u,)~ has been added giving 
as the energy. This gives more symmetry to the element stiffness matrix. For any load terms 
/ fi d A has been calculated as iA ( f4w4 + fs w5 + f6 w6), where A is the area of the triangle, f4, f5, 
f6 are the values of f at the midpoints of the sides and w,, w,, W, are the midpoint values of the 
uniquely defined cubic for w along the sides. 
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